
 

 

 

 

 

“Mom, don’t forget to pick up the ingredients for the Christmas eve punch!” 

Every year on Christmas eve we make my mom’s punch recipe. I grew up 

with this punch because my non-drinking Baptist grandmother use to say, “I 

might not be drinking wine out of a pretty glass, but the children and I are 

going to drink the punch out of crystal cups.” Truth is, I don’t think our 

punch cups were crystal, but it sure felt that way when drinking punch with 

my grandma.  

This easy recipe is always a favorite. It is both sweet and tangy. I make it 

for all kinds of events, and I am often asked for the recipe. Fr. Mike loves it! 

If you don’t have a punch bowl, I suggest a nice big bowl and a soup ladle. 

Enjoy!  

Ingredients: 

1 can of frozen pink lemonade concentrate 

1 can of frozen cranberry juice concentrate 

1 2-liter bottle of Fresca 

Orange and/or Lemon slices 

*About 6 hours prior, if I remember, I place orange and/or lemons in 2 or 3 

cups of water. I place all in a metal or plastic bowl. When placed in the 

punch, it keeps it cold and looks lovely. If you don’t make the ice chunk, you 

can still add orange and lemon slices for color and taste. 

Directions: 

Mix the frozen concentrates along with 2 cans of water per concentrate (a 

total of 4 cans of water). Then add the Fresca. Mix gently with a whisk. Add 

sliced fruit or frozen fruit chunk and serve! 

Link: Nat King Cole- The Christmas Song 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4RU--j2gXU 

 

A Little Light: Monday Musings with Mary Sue 

 Welcome to Christmas Week ~2020! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4RU--j2gXU


Fact: The word punch may be a loanword from Hindi meaning "five", as the 

drink was frequently made with five ingredients. The drink was brought to 

England from India by sailors and employees of the English East India 

Company in the early 17th century.  

 

Praying you and your family have a healthy and joy filled Christmas 

season! 

 

Blessings, 

 

Mary Sue 
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